Semantic place localization from narratives
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ABSTRACT
Place narratives provide a rich resource of learning how humans localize places. Place localization can be done in various ways, relative to other spatial referents, and relative to agents and their activities in which these referents may be involved. How can we describe places based on their spatial and semantic relationships to objects, qualities, and activities? How can these relations help us improve localization of places implicit in text corpora? In this paper, we motivate research on the extraction of semantic place localization statements from text corpora which can be used for improving document retrieval and for reconstructing locations. The idea is to combine Semantic Web reasoning with existing geographic information retrieval (GIR) and structural text extraction for this purpose. GIR and Semantic Web technology have matured during the last years, but still largely exist in parallel. Current localization approaches have been focusing on the extraction of unstructured word lists from texts, including toponyms and geographic features, not on human place descriptions on a sentence level.
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1. MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH IDEA
How can we describe places based on their spatial and semantic relationships to objects, qualities, and activities? How can these relations help us improve localization of places implicit in text corpora?

Humans use many different strategies to refer to places and to localize them, for example by describing what can be done at a place, how a place was encountered during a journey, or where a place is located relative to other, known, referents. Such strategies are documented in texts about places, as well as in human speech interaction [17]. Tuan [18] has argued that an important human strategy for establishing places are narratives, as the latter localize places temporally as well as spatially, relative to a narrator. If it was possible to reproduce these localization strategies in a computer, then this would enrich place queries and improve automated place localization.

For example, historic places, such as medieval market places or land parcels, are described in historic legal documents, such as title deeds [14]. Even if these places do not exist anymore and exact locations are unknown, it is still possible to reconstruct their approximate location, based on descriptions of where they were located relative to other known places, or of what could be done there. For example, the location of land parcels may be described by relative spatial relations to surviving buildings, such as churches. And market places may be localized based on assessing the possibility to offer goods [16]. Another example are places in a geographic landscape which are described in mountaineering texts:

"Piz Grisch im Winter"  
Einmal auf dem Grat, nimmt die Besteigung einen anderen Charakter an. [...] Besonders nach der Westseite blickt das Auge ungehemmt direkt auf den Sut-Foina Gletscher. [...] In geradliniger Stufenleiter erreichen wir den Steinmann. [...] Schleierenden Schritten bummeln wir über nasse Wiesen zum Dörflchen hinab, [...]. Gestern haben wir auf der Höhe des Piz Grisch den Winter gefeiert, in Cresta haben wir nun den Ort gefunden, wo sich für dieses Jahr am schönsten Abschied nehmen läßt. [19]" 

This German text contains references to known named places.

"Piz Grisch in winter. Once on the ridge, the ascent takes on a different character. [...] Especially towards the west side, the eye un inhibitedly looks at the Sut-Foina glacier. [...] Climbing up a linear stepladder, we reach the summit cairn. [...] We stroll through wet meadows down to the village, [...]. Yesterday, we celebrated winter at the height of the Piz Grisch, in Cresta we have now found the best place to say farewell for this year."
ces (Piz Grisch, Sut-Foina Gletscher, Cresta), landscape features (Grat, Wiese, Steinmann, Dorf), as well as their relation to actions (besteigen, blicken, erreichen, bummeln, finden), which can be used to describe and reconstruct the route taken by the mountaineers and to localize the places visited by them. For example, the fact that Sut-Foina is visible from somewhere on a ridge is a localization statement. Localization statements can be formally encoded in RDF\(^2\) triples, e.g.:

\[
\text{Sut-Foina visibleFrom } ?x. 
\]

, and can then be published as linked data [2]. In this statement, \(?x\) is a variable standing for some unknown place, and Sut-Foina is a logical constant linked to \(?x\) via the property visibleFrom. This description is semantically rich, which allows to relate the document to other places described in the Web and to infer the approximate location of \(?x\).

The underlying relations, such as the one between places visited by the mountaineer and visible glaciers, or the one between churches and parcels, can be regarded as logical statements which can be exploited using semantic technology. It then becomes possible to search for places in documents, based on their relative locations or afforded actions. This would improve accessibility of texts in spatial and temporal search.

Some major place inference tasks relevant for our purpose are listed in the following (compare [16] and Figure 1):

- **Place equipment.** Places are associated with a certain layout and are equipped with certain landmark objects. This does not mean that these objects are part of the place or need actually be “in” that place.

- **Place affordance.** Places afford humans to do something. This makes them primary objects of their interest. Furthermore, they can be localized indirectly via their affordances.

- **Place localization.** Places need to be localizable in space. Furthermore, we need to be able to decide where a place is located at a given time. The temporal parameter of place localization is essential since places can cease to exist or may even move in space [15].

These inference tasks build on each other. As we have argued in [16], places can e.g. be localized relative to referents, such as landmarks and ground surfaces as part of the place’s equipment, which are involved into activities afforded by the place (see Figure 2). Similar to environmental media [15], places can be localized indirectly, based on first localizing possible activities (affordances) relative to involved referents. We will give an illustration of this approach in Section 4.

\[^{2}\text{Resource description framework, see } \text{http://www.w3.org/RDF/}.\]

2. RELATED WORK

So far, places are mostly represented as collections of typed place names (toponyms) with footprints, i.e., gazetteers [8]. A semantic gazetteer [10], which could explicitly specify formal relations of places, remains future work. Localization strategies have often focused on unstructured bag-of-words methods based on tags [1, 13], or on machine learning and analyzing movement tracks [7]. This leaves open the question of how humans localize places in the first place, and how place equipment and affordances are related to a place. Place descriptions in texts are a rich source which can be used for this purpose. However, the challenge lies in making the semantic relations formally explicit so that machines can use it for search and localization. Semantic technology has not, to date, been used for this specific purpose.

There is work on place descriptions and involved concepts, on which one could build. For example, Edwardes and Purves analyzed and collected place concepts used in image tags [4], Derungs did the same for mountaineering texts [3], and Overell et al. [12] proposed a method to identify place descriptions in texts. Furthermore, several place ontologies have been proposed so far in the context of linked data\(^3\).

These approaches either leave place localization to the user of a system, or do not focus on human place localization strategies. Furthermore, they do not make formally explicit the relations between places and other referents. Existing research on spatial reasoning has been focusing on navigation tasks, not on place identification [21].

What seems missing so far is technology which allows us to explicitly represent complex place descriptions generated by humans, to query for them instead of simple word lists, and to automatically infer localizations based on such descriptions. Places lack precise reference systems which go beyond gazetteers [16]. This hampers their use and represents a genuine research challenge in the use of Web resources for GIR. Toponym mining has typically focused on nouns, not on verbs, and thus disregards some of the relational semantics contained in a text. Semantic place descriptions directly address this research gap.


![Figure 1: Essential kinds of place inference [16].](image)

![Figure 2: Involvement of agents and referents into possible activities [16].](image)
3. EXTRACTION OF AND REASONING WITH SEMANTIC PLACE DESCRIPTIONS

We require technology that allows places to be described and localized in an easy and semi-automated manner. We suggest to address this goal by studying how places are actually described and interpreted in large thematic text corpora rich in descriptions of places, covering a theme such as mountaineering, and by investigating and reusing extraction methods which are able to cope with structural descriptions on the sentence level. We are particularly interested in human strategies to localize and describe places, and in technology which enables to extract this knowledge from texts and to make it formally explicit for place localization and retrieval. For this purpose, the following questions need to be answered:

1. Which geographic models of place and which concepts (classes, terms, relations) are needed for relational place descriptions? Firstly, a number of critical queries and inferences which need to be answerable by such concepts (competency questions) should be identified, following the engineering approach in [5]. Secondly, since the use of place concepts in human place descriptions is primarily an empirical question, the selection of concepts needs to be based on empirical methods. For this purpose, one could study a selection of place descriptions from some large text corpus\(^7\). One could reuse existing inductive geographic place models, such as [3, 13]. These models would allow to extract relevant feature classes as well as toponyms from large text corpora, including objects, activities and place qualities.

2. How can relational place descriptions (at the sentence level) be extracted from text corpora\(^8\)? Besides useful GIR techniques for extracting toponyms and features, such as [4], one also requires methods for extracting part-of-speech tags and structural syntax, such as Subject-Predicate-Object triples. Corresponding tools are currently developed in Computational Linguistics\(^9\).

3. Which formalisms can be used to encode place descriptions and to automate place localization and querying? The existing tractable subsets of first-order logic (FOL) which are investigated in the Semantic Web (such as description logics (DL) and rule languages, see e.g.\(^6\)), should be evaluated against concepts and competency questions (queries) that are necessary for our purpose. Spatial reasoning engines such as SparQ\(^2\) could be also evaluated in this respect. Furthermore, since place localizations are approximations, it is necessary to deal to some extent with spatial uncertainty [11].

4. How should an inference and query infrastructure for semantic place descriptions look? We propose to build this infrastructure on linked data principles and Semantic Web technology. In this approach, all knowledge is represented as a graph with URIs for nodes as well as links, which makes it readable and available for machines in the Web. Tractable spatial query languages, such as GeoSPARQL\(^7\), need to be integrated. A possible triple store could be, for example, Parliament\(^8\).

Evaluation of all place related information is challenging, since it requires explicit and detailed local knowledge. As a first step, we propose to develop simple baselines, and to explore whether our approach provides meaningful improvements over these. The evaluation of localization could be based on re-localizing known places and measuring the difference to their known locations. Furthermore, based on performance comparison to existing localization methods. Evaluation of retrieval could be based on precision and recall for a known set of queries and annotated documents and compared with a set of baseline methods.

4. RECONSTRUCTING THE LOCATION OF A MOUNTAINEERING PLACE

How could we logically reconstruct, e.g., the route taken by the mountaineers in the narrative of Section 1, together with the location of the implicit places visited by them? The idea is to isolate and encode localization statements contained in the text and to represent them explicitly as follows:

\[
\text{Sut-Foina visibleFrom } ?x.
\]

\[
\text{Sut-Foina eastOf } ?x.
\]

\[
?z \text{ reachableFrom } ?x.
\]

\[
\text{CRESTA reachableFrom } ?z.
\]

We can now start reconstructing the route taken by the mountaineers (Figure 3). For example, where exactly is the unknown place ?y located? We know that ?y must be on a Grat (ridge), and that it must allow to see the Sut-Foina glacier towards the west. Furthermore, it must be possible to reach Piz Grisch from there. The possible locations of ?y can thus be restricted to points on a Grat from which Sut-Foina is visible towards the west. This immensely reduces the set of possible locations, if we describe them based on a terrain surface and a visibility model with respect to the Sut-Foina. If we furthermore take into account reachability (e.g., based on distances which allow to be walked) to Piz Grisch, we can restrict the set of possible locations to a small part of a single Grat which leads to Piz Grisch (compare the start of the red arrow in Figure 3).

5. DISCUSSION AND CHALLENGES

Place narratives are semantically very rich and serve as a means for establishing places [18]. We propose to exploit this richness by extracting place localization statements and making them explicit in terms of semantic descriptions. This would improve place-based search, because it allows to take into account relations instead of word lists, as well as place localization, because one can make use of relative localizations with respect to known referents.

\(^7\)http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/geosparql
\(^8\)http://parliament.semwebcentral.org/
However, explicitly describing the semantics of place narratives is a big challenge and can only be done approximately. First, as Winter and Freksa argue [20], the location of a named place, such as the Federation Square in Melbourne, may change with the context of a discourse and depending on the granularity of places with which it is contrasted. This calls for context dependent semantic description [9]. However, it is largely unclear how this could be solved technically. It would mean that a place may have different semantic descriptions under different discourse contexts. But how could we find out which discourse context is relevant if we search for a place? Second, the automated extraction of explicit semantic statements, instead of a bag of words, is an ongoing research challenge. It is by no means clear whether current methods are able to identify and filter such logical localization statements from texts in a quality which is suitable for reasoning, taking into account the complexity and ambiguity of natural speech. And third, there is a challenge related to the computation of automated localization. Higher order logic (HOL) [16] and first-order logic (FOL) are not tractable and need to be either translated to a tractable subset or amended by algorithms for computing a set of purpose-specific inferences. Semantic and spatial reasoning for place localization need to be integrated.
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Figure 3: Places visited by the mountaineers (in yellow), reconstructed with respect to landscape features (in black) as semantic referents, and localized based on activity relations (in red).